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Improve your sales position  
based on consumer feedback

Store Check



More information and references:

royalfloraholland.com/en/supplying/commercial-services

Improve your sales position based on consumer feedback

Insight into what happens on the shop floor is invaluable. Our Store Check service 
gives you insight into how your products are displayed in shops and what consumers 
think of them. You can engage in direct conversation with your customers and receive 
valuable feedback for shelf and product improvement. Store Check is available at 
leading supermarkets, DIY chains, garden centres and florists in no less than twenty 
European countries.
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How does it work?
Store Check is available at leading supermarkets, DIY chains, garden centres and florists in the following countries: 

Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Poland, 

Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, Sweden and Switzerland.

Simply tell us which retailer you’re interested in and to which questions you’d like answers. Our consumer panel will 

then visit them on a weekly basis. Through the Store Check app, we ask them to perform certain tasks and take 

photographs. This will give you insight into how your flowers and plants are displayed and how consumers use them 

in their homes.

Store Check gives you insight regarding:
• Availability of your product.

You receive reliable photos.

• Your product on the shelf.
You gain insight into the position and quantity of your product across the total shelf space, the number of 

buckets or pots and general shelf presentation.

• Consumer opinion.
Your product is evaluated on the criteria that are most important to you, Such as quality perception, colour, 

packaging, willingness to buy, information needs, life expectancy and reason for purchase.

• Product pricing.
You gain insight into the price of your product and any special offers.

• Promotion materials.
You gain insight into materials used, shop promotion and shelf decoration.

Product Concept Testing: insight in advance
Consumer input during early stages of preparation is vital if you’re planning to enhance an existing product or 

introduce a new one. The Concept Testing service provides you with insight into success rates, workable in no less 

than 20 countries. What’s more, our specialists then translate these insights into the targeted commercial campaigns.

Product Concept Test reporting means you benefit from:
• What consumers think of your updated or new product concept.

• Insight into the success rates such as for new colours, varieties or packaging.

• Recommendations on possible adjustments.

For a minimal supplement, we support you in converting recommendations into commercial campaigns.

What does it cost?
Storecheck pricing depends on the research duration, and the numbers of survey questions and location photos. 

Ask your Account Manager for a no-obligation quotation. Product Concept Testing is available from €895 for each 

country (for member-suppliers), or from €995 for each country (for suppliers, buyers and other users).


